In recent years, there have been conflicting reports regarding the ultrafast photoconductive response of films of single walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs), which apparently exhibit photoconductivities that can differ even in sign. Here, we observe explicitly that the THz photoconductivity of CNT films is a highly variable quantity which correlates with the length of the CNTs, while the chirality distribution has little influence. Moreover, by comparing the photo-induced change in THz conductivity with heat-induced changes, we show that both occur primarily due to heat-generated modification of the Drude electron relaxation rate, resulting in a broadening of the plasmonic resonance present in finite-length metallic and doped semiconducting CNTs. This clarifies the nature of the photo-response of CNT films and demonstrates the need to carefully consider the geometry of the CNTs, specifically the length, when considering them for application in optoelectronic devices.
The optical and electronic properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been intensely investigated for several decades due to their fascinating physical properties and potential for advanced applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Understanding the ultrafast dynamics of photoexcited charge-carriers in CNTs is critical due to their potential applications in photonics and optoelectronics [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . For this reason, many groups have utilized timeresolved measurements to study the ultrafast response of CNTs due to optical photoexcitation, documenting, for example, the presence of excitons in photoexcited CNTs [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
While visible pulses can detect the presence of excitons, THz pulses are ideal for probing low energy excitations such as free-carriers and plasmons, since each of these species have distinct features in the THz photoconductivity [18] . Thus, a proper understanding of the THz response of CNTs is key to understanding the ultrafast charge-carrier mechanisms in CNTs. Many groups have utilized optical pump -THz probe time-domain spectroscopy to investigate the ultrafast charge-carrier dynamics in CNTs [16, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ; however, there are conflicting reports of the sign and frequency dependence of the observed photoconductivity. This discrepancy has led to wildly different interpretations and conclusions about the photoinduced THz response. For example, Xu et al. [19] deduced that excitons are the dominant photogenerated species detected in these experiments, while Luo et al. [16] concluded the ultrafast THz response originates from transitions between exciton states. Beard et al. [21] and, more recently Jensen et al. [23] , have meanwhile concluded that free carriers are the dominant photoexcited species, an interpretation broadly shared by Kampfrath et al. [20, 22] , with small-gap interband transitions also contributing to the THz response. While most of these measurements have been carried out on samples of mixed chirality (i.e. mixed semiconducting and metallic CNTs) it is important to note that Beard et al. [21] found THz photoconductivities of samples containing 94% semiconducting and 93% metallic CNTs to be similar. Moreover, discrepancies persist even for nominally similar samples, with Luo et al. [16] and Xu et al. [19] reporting a photoconductivity of different sign for samples of predominately small-diameter semiconducting CNTs.
Since all of these groups have measured CNTs under similar excitation and preparation conditions, these discrepancies must originate from a difference in the measured samples themselves. The key to understanding these discrepancies lies in the observation of a broad peak in the THz conductivity of CNTs, observed for the first time, to our knowledge, in [24] . While there has been some discussion regarding the nature of this resonance, with some groups proposing an interband transition of small-gap CNTs [20, [25] [26] [27] , more recent papers [28] [29] [30] [31] show clear evidence that it results from a localized plasmon in finite-length CNTs, which we denote the finite-length effect, first proposed in [32, 33] . Theoretical modelling [34] and experimental observations [28] [29] [30] [31] substantiates the dominant role of the finite-length effect in the equilibrium THz response. Understanding the true origin of this THz resonance is also key to understanding the ultrafast charge-carrier dynamics of CNTs. However, due to the inherent difficulty in fabricating isolated CNT samples, most measurements have been carried out on mixtures of CNTs with various distributions in length, thickness, chirality and bundle-size, all fabricated using a variety of techniques [19-21, 28, 34-36] .
In this paper we use optical pump -THz probe timedomain spectroscopy to systematically investigate the influence of tube length and chirality on the THz photoconductivity of thin-films comprising single-walled CNTs. We observe explicitly that the THz photoconductivity of CNT films is a highly variable quantity which correlates with the length of the CNTs, while the chirality distribution (i.e. the relative concentration of metallic vs semiconducting tubes) has very little influence. Moreover, by comparing the photo-induced change in THz conductivity (∆σ ph ) to the change on heating from 10 K to 300 K (∆σ heat ), we show that both occur primarily due to the temperature-induced modification of Drude electron relaxation rate, which results in a broadening of the plasmonic resonance present in finite-length metallic and doped semiconducting CNTs.
To study the influence of tube length and chirality, we prepared five types of films comprising CNTs in bundled form, where the average lengths of the CNT bundles and the chirality distributions of the films varies significantly, see table I. The details of the sample preparation can be found in the supplementary material, section S1.
In order to observe the influence of the broad THz peak on the photoconductivity of CNTs, it is important to probe at or below the resonance frequency, which typically lies in the range 1-10 THz [28] . We carried out both transmission and photoconductivity measurements over the range 0.2-1.5 THz, where THz pulses were incident normal to our samples. Transmission spectra were obtained using a simple time-domain spectrometer, where THz pulses were generated and detected by commercially available Photoconductive Antennas (PCAs) [37] from Batop using a 40 MHz, 1064 nm, femtosecond fibre-laser from Ekspla. To investigate the photoexcited THz response of our samples, we employed a 100 fs, 1050 Hz repetition rate, 800 nm Ti:Sapphire amplified laser, where THz pulses were generated and detected by optical rectification [38] and electro-optic sampling [39] ,
The photo-induced relative change in the THz transmission ∆E/E due to 800 nm photoexcitation at 300 K of (a) met− and sem−CNT, and (b) l−, m− and s−CNT, vs pump-probe delay time ∆τ and normalized by the absorbed photon density N . The incident fluence is 15 µJ/cm 2 for all films except l−CNT, where the fluence is 0.7 µJ/cm 2 . The full lines are the experimentally obtained data, and the dashed lines are exponential fits. The decay time τ is found to be 1.8 ps, 1.6 ps, 1.9 ps, and 1.9 ps for sem−, met−, l−, and m−, respectively. For s−CNT, an initial fast decay of 0.7 ps is observed, followed by a slow decay of 4.4 ps.
respectively, in 1mm thick ZnTe crystals. To photoexcite the sample, we again use 800 nm pulses, with fluences in the range of 0.7-15 µJ/cm 2 . By analysing the frequency dependent transmission amplitude and phase of a sample (see supplementary material section S2), we can determine its complex equilibrium effective conductivity, σ(ν), as in references [19, 21, 29] , where ν is the frequency. Similarly, by recording the difference in transmission, ∆E = E exc − E, between a photoexcited (E exc ) and unexcited sample (E), a complex photoconductivity ∆σ ph (ν, ∆τ ) can be obtained as a function of pumpprobe delay-time ∆τ (again, see supplementary material section S2). To investigate the temperature dependence of the THz conductivity in the range 10-300 K, we employed a closed cycle helium cryostat (ARS) [18] with quartz windows. Note that the relatively narrow bandwidth of our measurements is determined by the transmission through this cryostat system.
In figure 1 , we plot the photoinduced change in transmission (∆E/E) as a function of pump-probe delay time ∆τ and normalized to the absorbed photon density N , for the met− and sem−CNT (a), and the l−, m− and s−CNT films (b) [40] . We note that the 800 nm photoexcitation occurs primarily off-resonance in terms of the optical transitions in the CNTs, meaning the only on-resonance photoexcitation occurs for a small subset of the semiconducting CNTs in the s-and m-CNTs, see supplementary material section S3. We observe that the decay dynamics of all the films are quite similar, with decay-times in the range of 1.6-1.9 ps, comparable to previous reports [19, 22, 23, 41, 42] , which has previously been attributed to Auger recombination of the photoexcited electron-hole pairs [19, 42] . Since we observe little fluence dependence in the decay times of the various CNT films (see supplementary material section S3), we rule out Auger recombination as a significant relaxation mechanism for our films. Instead we associate the THz photoresponse and decay times with cooling of the CNT electronic system and lattice, which will become evident later on. While the decay dynamics of the different films are similar, the magnitude of ∆E/E varies significantly between the samples, and even changes sign. It is the origin of this large variation in photo response that forms the basis of this paper [43] .
In figures 2a and 2b we plot the real and imaginary parts of σ(ν) for the predominantly semiconducting (sem−CNT) and metallic (met−CNT) films, extracted following section S2 of the supplementary material. The films show similar conductivities in terms of frequency dependence and sign, resulting from driven oscillation of the plasmon resonance at higher frequency [28, 29] . We observe a factor of three difference in conductivity between sem-CNTs and met-CNTs due to the higher free charge density in metallic tubes. However, the frequency of the plasmon resonance is not expected to depend on the density of free charges [44] . When we photoexcite the films away from the optical resonances, we see that the similarity in the responses persists, as previously reported by Beard et al. [21] : in figure 2a we plot the photoconductivity of each film, ∆σ ph , measured 1 ps after excitation (∆τ = 1 ps). This similarity suggests that the variation in ultrafast CNT photoconductivities reported in the literature [16, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] is not directly linked to a variation in the chirality-distribution of the samples.
We therefore move on to consider influence of nanotube length, where we compare the l−, m− and s−CNT films in figure 3 , defined by average lengths 10 µm, 1 µm and < 0.3 µm, respectively. Here, we see a drastic difference in the real and imaginary parts of σ(ν). For l−CNT, we observe a typical free electron (Drude) response (dotted line), indicating that, in this sample, the carriers are free to move along the tube length. However, the m− and s−CNT both display a typical plasmonic resonance, located above 1.5 THz, due to the finite-length effect [28, 34, 45] . Broadband infrared conductivity measurements of these CNT-films confirm that the THz resonance shifts to higher frequencies with decreasing tube length [45] . Likewise, the photo-induced THz response is quite variable for these samples of different length CNTs, plotted in figure 3c-3d. For short tubes (s-CNT), we observe a photoconductivity ∆σ ph , measured at ∆τ = 1 ps, which has a positive real component and a negative imaginary component for all frequencies in our range. The medium length tubes (m-CNT) display a real component of photoconductivity which changes sign at approximately 0.7 THz, while the longest tubes (l-CNT) display a real component of the photoconductivity which is negative for all frequencies in our range. It is interesting to note that the photoconductivity observed for the l−CNT film is similar to that observed in the literature by Xu et al. [19] , and the m−CNT is similar to the observation by Kampfrath et al. [20] , while the behaviour of films s−, sem− and met−CNT are similar to that observed by Beard et al. and Jensen et al. [21, 23] . Thus the photoconductivities observed for our films extend across the full range of photo-responses observed previously in the literature.
After illumination with a femtosecond optical stimulus, the electron temperatures in CNTs are thought to rise by several hundred kelvin [46, 47] , and the heating of electron and phonon systems occurs even at low pulse fluence, e.g. 5 µJ/cm 2 , as shown for graphite film in [48] . Therefore, to elucidate the origin of this rather peculiar variation in behaviour, we also investigate the change in conductivity on heating our samples. In figures 3e-3h we compare ∆σ ph to the change induced by heating from 10K to 300 K, (∆σ heat ). The similarity in the change in the frequency response for heating compared to photoexcitation is striking (with the exception of Im(∆σ) for s−CNT, discussed below). Very similar behaviour is also observed for sem− and met−CNT films, shown in supplementary material section S3. Our observations suggest that ∆σ ph and ∆σ heat likely originate from the same which have been fitted to ∆σ ph for l-CNT, and ∆σ ph and ∆σ heat for s-CNT, respectively. These illustrate the difference in ∆σ when increasing the scattering rate ∆γ > 0 and when decreasing the resonance frequency ∆ω 0 < 0. Here we have chosen γ = 2π × 1.5 THz and γ = 2π × 50 THz, for the long and short resonances, respectively, and ∆γ = 1 THz and ∆ω 0 = −1 THz. Note that all data in (e)-(h) have been normalized by the maximum absolute value of each ∆σ in the displayed frequency region to make the overall frequency behaviour more comparable.
underlying mechanism, one that is related to heating induced changes in the conductivity. We note that the intrinsic terahertz conductivity of metallic CNTs with diameters less than 2 nm follows the Drude law, where the plasma frequency does not depend on the temperature [49, Equation (24)]. A dominant heating effect may arise from electron scattering by hot optical-phonons [48] as well as acoustical phonons, which have a linear temperature dependence of the Drude scattering rate in CNTs below 500 K [45, 50] . However, the influence that this has on the THz conductivity will depend on the frequency and oscillator strength of the THz plasmon resonance. In general, one would expect heating to induce a broadening of the THz peak. However, depending on the frequency of the resonance, this can lead to either an increase or decrease of the effective conductivity of the CNT-film in the THz range. To illustrate this effect, in figures 3e-3h we fit the differential conductivity expected for a Lorentzian resonator, given by
where A is the oscillator strength, 0 = 8.85×10
is the vacuum permittivity, and γ is the scattering rate. We note that this simple model ignores contributions to the scattering rate from inhomogeneous broadening over CNT length [34, Equations (1) and (2)]. The fits give us three Lorentzians with resonance frequencies located at ω 0 = 2π × 10 THz and ω 0 = 2π × 8 THz, representing short CNTs (fitted to ∆σ ph and ∆σ heat for s-CNT, respectively), and ω 0 = 2π × 10 −2 THz, representing long CNTs (fitted to ∆σ ph for l-CNT). It is straightforward to qualitatively reproduce the general trends of the observed real part of the value ∆σ = (∂σ/∂γ)∆γ in figures 3e-3f by assuming a heat induced increase in the scattering rate, γ. This gives rise to a change in real part of the conductivity which is negative for a low frequency resonator (ω 0 = 2π × 10 −2 THz) and positive for a high frequency resonator (ω 0 = 2π × 10 THz and ω 0 = 2π × 8 THz). Based on this simple consideration we conclude that both ∆σ ph and ∆σ heat are determined predominantly from heat induced changes to electron scattering.
It is interesting to note that the opposite signs of Im(∆σ heat ) and Im(∆σ ph ) for s−CNT below 1.25 THz indicate that thermal heating and photo-excitation bring about slightly different changes to the carrier distribution. In order to reproduce this sign change, we must additionally introduce a small change to the resonance frequency, shifting to lower frequency after photoexcitation (see black dash-dotted line for ∆σ = (∂σ/∂ω 0 )∆ω 0 in figures 3g-3h). The origin of this effect can be understood as follows: In such a percolated CNT network, the plasmon resonance frequency is determined not by the physical length of each tube, but by an effective length of conductivity pathways in the network (see ref. [45] ). On photoexcitation with optical light, some energetic carriers will be able to escape local energy minima, become more delocalized, and increase the average effective length. Such an effect will be most important for short length tubes, as observed in experiment.
In conclusion, using optical pump -THz probe timedomain spectroscopy we measured the photo-induced change in THz conductivity, ∆σ ph , in free-standing carbon nanotube (CNT) films of different lengths and chirality distributions. By comparing CNT films with average individual tube lengths ranging from 0.3 µm to 10 µm, we demonstrated that drastic variations in ∆σ ph observed for various films primarily originates from changes to the plasmonic resonance observed in finite length CNTs due to expected heat-induced changes to electron scattering. Thus we conclude that the photoexcited ultrafast THz response is predominately plasmonic in nature, and that the length of the CNTs is what determines the frequency-dependent behaviour. This explains the conflicting reports presented in [16, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , and underlines the need to carefully consider the length of the CNTs when analysing their ultrafast THz response, and more importantly, when developing nanotube-based optoelectronic devices such as photodetectors [10] and ultrafast polarization modulators [11] , since the CNT geometry in these devices will have a huge influence on their performance. To this end, we have also shown OPTP to be a simple and efficient technique for predicting the geometry of CNT films, which currently requires careful statistical measurements with electron microscopy.
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S1. SAMPLE PREPARATION
To study the influence of tube length L and chirality on the ultrafast photoresponse of the THz conductivity spectra we prepared five types of films comprising CNTs, where the average lengths of the CNTs and their chirality distributions vary significantly. The preparation methods for the l−, m− and s−CNT films are identical to the ones described in ref. [1] , and reproduced here:
(i) Free-standing films comprising long length bundled single-walled CNTs (l-CNT, L ∈ (2, 100) µm, average length of 10 µm) with diameters of approximately 1.6 nm was prepared via the aerosol chemical vapour deposition method [2, 3] . The film thickness is 55 nm and contains a mix of metallic and semiconducting CNTs, i.e. the film is not enriched.
(ii) Free standing films comprising medium length bundled single-walled CNTs (m-CNT, L ∈ (0.3, 2) µm, average length of 1 µm, film thickness is 500 nm and unenriched) were prepared via the vacuum filtration technique [4] . Briefly, a material of non-purified High Pressure Carbon Monoxide (HiPco) CNTs with diameters of 0.8-1.2 nm (NanoIntegris Inc.) were dispersed by ultrasonic treatment (Ultrasonic device UZDN-2T, 44 kHz, maximum power) for 1 hour in an aqueous suspension with 1% Sodium-Dodecyl-Sulfate (SDS). Ultrasonic treatment cut the initially long tubes down to a length of up to 1-2 µm [5] . Then, the suspension were centrifuged at 10000g for 15 minutes. Strong centrifugation leads to purification of the tubes and removes aggregated tubes. The suspension was then filtrated through a membrane, causing a film to collect on the filter. This film was then washed to remove all surfactant. Finally, the filter paper was dissolved by acetone and the film was transferred on to a metallic frame with a hole of 8 mm in diameter.
(iii) Thin films of short length bundled single-walled CNTs (s-CNT, L < 300 nm, film thickness is 600 nm and * peterkarlsen88@gmail.com † mikhail.shuba@gmail.com ‡ E.Hendry@exeter.ac.uk unenriched) were also prepared via the vacuum filtration technique. To obtain short tubes, highly purified (99%) HiPco CNTs with diameters of 0.8-1.2 nm (NanoIntegris Inc.), were cut by ultrasonic treatment of the material in a mixture of nitric and sulfuric acids [6] .
(iv) Free standing films comprising medium length, individual, enriched semiconducting (99%) and metallic (95%) single-walled CNTs, respectively (sem− and met-CNT, L ∈ (0.1, 1) µm, purchased from NanoIntegris Inc.). These samples were also prepared via the vacuum filtration technique.
To investigate the geometry of the CNT films, the m-CNT film was investigated using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), see figure S1 , which demonstrates the successful dispersion and non-aggregation of the CNTs, since the nanotubes are dispersed evenly in the sample and no dense particles comprising ten or more nanotubes can be observed.
We note here that the thickness and diameters of the l-CNT films differ slightly from the rest of the films, see table 1 in the main manuscript. A small film-thickness of 55 nm had to be chosen in order to measure in a transmission geometry, since l-CNTs strongly absorb THz radiation due to their high THz conductivity, see figure 3a in the main manuscript. The larger diameters of the l-CNTs is due to the difference in fabrication methods, namely the aerosol method for the l-CNT, and HiPco method for the rest of the films. It has been demonstrated previously that the polarizability and conductance of an individual single-walled CNT slightly depends on its diameter in the frequency range below interband transitions [7] . In terms of the effective conductivity of the CNT film, the tube diameter can influence this via intertube tunnelling or by varying the tube number density in the samples, however its contribution to the frequency of the terahertz plasmon resonance is much smaller than from the finitelength effect. This was shown experimentally for samples with different average tube diameters of 0.8, 1, and 1.4 nm [8] .
S2. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
Throughout this paper, we choose to describe the frequency dependent electromagnetic response of the CNTfilm in terms of the complex effective conductivity, σ(ν), as in references [9] [10] [11] . The complex conductivity is related to the complex permittivity, (ν), through
where 0 = 8.85×10 −12 F m −1 is the vacuum permittivity and ν is the frequency.
We carried out both transmission and photoconductivity measurements over the range 0.2-1.5 THz, where THz pulses were incident normal to our samples. Transmission spectra were obtained using a simple timedomain spectrometer, where THz pulses were generated and detected by commercially available Photoconductive Antennas (PCAs) [12] from Batop using a 40 MHz, 1064 nm, femtosecond fibrelaser from Ekspla. To investigate the photoexcited THz response of our samples, we employed a 100 fs, 1050 Hz repetition rate, 800 nm Ti:Sapphire amplified laser, where THz pulses were generated and detected by optical rectification [13] and electro-optic sampling [14] , respectively, in 1 mm thick ZnTe crystals, see figure S2 . To photoexcite the sample, we again use 800 nm pulses, with fluences in the range of 0.7-15 µJ/cm 2 . To investigate the temperature dependence of the THz conductivity in the range 10-300 K, we employed a closed cycle helium cryostat (ARS) [15] with quartz windows. Note that the relatively narrow bandwidth of our THz setups is determined by the transmission through this cryostat system.
By analysing the frequency-dependent transmission amplitude and phase, t(ν), of a sample, we can determine its complex effective conductivity, σ(ν), as in references [9] [10] [11] , where ν is the frequency. Similarly, by recording the difference in transmission, ∆E = E ph − E, between a photoexcited (E ph ) and unexcited sample (E), a complex photoconductivity ∆σ ph (ν, ∆τ ) can be obtained as a function of pump-probe delay-time ∆τ . However, in order to simplify the notation of our equations in this section, we write them in terms of the complex permittivity and photo-induced change in the permittivity ∆ using equation (S2.1). The geometry of our photoexcited sample is shown in figure S3 , where the sample is surrounded by an incident region ( i ) and a transmitted region ( t ). Photoexcitation of the sample results in a change in the permittivity ∆ = ph − , where ph is the permittivity of the photoexcited sample. Typically ∆ will decay exponentially within the sample due to linear attenuation of the incident pump-pulse, i.e. ∆ (z) = ∆ 0 e −z/dp , where ∆ 0 is the photo-induced change in permittivity at the surface of the sample, and d p is the penetration depth of the pump pulse at which ∆ (z) has decayed by a factor e −1 . Here d p is determined from transmittance measurements using the Beer-Lambert law I t = I 0 e −d/dp , where I 0 and I t is the incident and transmitted pump intensity, respectively, and d is the thickness of the sample. The photoexcited sample can be represented by dividing it into N L homogeneous layers with photoexcited permittivities ph (z) = + ∆ (z). By way of the transfer matrix method this multilayer system can then be represented in the following way [15] :
where E j,j+1 and H j,j+1 is the electric and magnetic field, respectively, at the interface between layer j and j + 1, Z 0 is the free-space impedance and M tot is total matrix of the N -layer system:
where
Here M j is the matrix associated with layer j, δ j = 2πν √ j d j cos θ j /c is the phase delay through layer j, and γ T E j = √ j cos θ j and γ
T M j
= cos θ j / √ j for TE-and TM-polarization, respectively. The transmission coefficient of the multilayer system is then given by
By measuring the change in transmitted electric field through the sample due to photoexcitation ∆E = E ph − E at pump-probe delay time ∆τ , one can obtain the transmission coefficient of the photoexcited region in question: crystal through optical rectification. Generated THz pulses are first collimated and then focused onto a sample using off-axis parabolic mirrors. The sample can be housed in a closed cycle helium cryostat for temperature control. Transmitted THz pulses are re-collimated and focused onto a detection crystal. THz field waveforms are detected through electro-optical sampling in a second ZnTe crystal by scanning the temporally narrow 800 nm gate pulse over the THz field using delay stage (t). A pump pulse can be used to excite the sample at pump-probe delay time ∆τ using a second delay stage (∆τ ).
Diagram of the pump-probe experimental geometry, showing an incident probe-pulse E inc on a sample with permittivity and thickness L, surrounded by an incident region i and transmitted region t . Two measurements are obtained in this case: transmission through the photoexcited sample E photo , and a corresponding reference, E, through the unexcited sample. The photoinduced response ∆ (z) = ∆ 0 e −z/dp decays exponentially within the sample due to attenuation of the incident pump, where ∆ 0 is the photo-induced change in the permittivity at the surface of the sample, and d p is the distance at which ∆ has decayed to e −1 . We model this by dividing the sample into a number of homogeneous layers, N L , each with a permittivity photo (z) = + ∆ (z).
which can either be solved numerically for the unknown ∆ 0 in its current form, or approximated further, given that certain conditions about the geometry and wavelength are true [16, 17] . We choose to solve equation (S2.6) numerically using N L = 5, since some of our samples are in an intermediate regime in terms of the sample thickness, pump penetration depth and wavelength, where none of the approximations are entirely appropriate. From the extracted ∆ 0 , the photoconductivity ∆σ ph is then obtained using equation (S2.1).
S3. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF THE CNT-FILMS
In figure S4 we plot the broadband optical density spectra of the CNT films, obtained following the procedure described in reference [1] . We note that the 800 nm photoexcitation occurs off-resonance from the optical transitions in the CNTs, specifically the first (S11) and second (S22) optical transition in semiconducting CNTs, and the first optical transition in metallic CNTs (M11). In case of the s− and m−CNTs, the 800 nm pump overlaps with the edge of the S22 transition, meaning only a small subset of the semiconducting CNTs are photoexcited on-resonance. Therefore we do not expect these "on-resonance" semiconducting CNTs to contribute significantly to the overall photoconductivity, compared to the rest of the CNTs.
In figure S5 we plot the photo-induced relative change in THz transmission ∆E/E, normalized to the absorbed photon density N , of the CNT films described in section S1 for incident fluences in the range of approximately 0.2-54 µJ/cm 2 . For the majority of the films, the relaxation dynamics and the normalized photoresponse remains unchanged, except for relatively high fluences, where the signal becomes saturated and the decay time is observed to increase slightly. The exception is met-CNT in figure S5a, where we observe an increased saturation of the signal for all incident fluences, which is likely due to the high charge-carrier concentration in these metallic CNTs.
In figures S6a-S6j we plot Re(∆σ ph ) and Im(∆σ ph ) of our CNT films for different incident fluences, and we observe that the responses of the CNT films are relatively fluence-independent in terms of the overall frequency dependence of ∆σ ph . In figures S6k-S6l we compare ∆σ ph with the heating-induced change from 10 K to 300 K (∆σ heat ) for met− and sem−CNT and show that the overall frequency response is almost identical for ∆σ ph and ∆σ heat , similar to what was observed for l− and s−CNT in the main text. The main difference between sem− and met−CNT is a four times increase in the magnitude of Re(∆σ heat ) between met− and sem−CNT, which is expected due to bandgap of the latter. We note that the s−CNT data plotted in this section was obtained from a film placed on a quartz substrate, as opposed to the identical free-standing film described in section S1 and the main text, however the observed dynamics of two films are identical.
Finally, we note that CNT conductivity can be affected by doping from adsorbed molecules. As was recently shown [18, Table 1 ], strong doping leads to a decrease of the Drude relaxation rate in CNTs by 15% and 24% for iodine and CuCl doping respectively. In our samples, some molecules may have attached to the CNTs during the cutting (for s-CNTs) or separation processes (for sem-and met-CNTs), which in turn may lead to a doping effect [19] . To remove these impurities, all the CNT films were annealed at 270
• C for 15 minutes. However, unintentional doping of all our samples by air molecules may still be present. Prominent absorption bands corresponding to the first interband transition in semiconducting tubes (S11 in figure S4 ) indicate a quite low extent of CNT doping in all our samples. The difference in the terahertz plasmon frequencies between s-, m-, and l-CNT samples is hundreds of percent (see terahertz absorbance bands in figure S4 ), while the possible changes in the Drude relaxation rate due to the doping is expected to be less than 24% [18] . Therefore, we do not believe that unintentional doping in our samples could affect the sign of the terahertz photoresponse, which is the main topic of this paper. ps, and (e) 0.5-0.6 ps and 3.5-4.4 ps for the fast and slow decay, respectively, where the decay time is observed to slightly increase with increasing fluence.
